
Managed Firewall and UTM
An all inclusive security firewall is essential to 

deliver visibility into regulatory compliance stan-

dards, allowing for strict access controls and data 

leakage audits.

Threat and Vulnerability Management
RSI continuously identifies, classifies and moni-

tors all potential targets of Cybersecurity attacks 

in your organization. By deploying patches to fix 

identified vulnerabilities, we greatly narrow the 

attack surface.

Managed Endpoint Security
RSI provides world-class service to ensure that 

all the devices connected to your network are 

deployed with your latest risk management policy,  

offering comprehensive coverage against a vast 

spectrum of threats. 

Managed Network Services
RSI provides 24/7 network and IT infrastructure 

monitoring. A full suite of services considerably 

minimizes equipment downtime and alerts are au-

tomatically generated to prevent any interruption 

in business. 

Managed Incident Response
Rely on an emergency response team that is avail-

able to provide on-site and remote investigation 

of incidents, mitigating the impact of attacks and 

restoring business. 

Backup & Recovery Services
We offer a full range of storage and recovery ser-

vices that can protect your critical data. These can 

be either cloud or on premise services. 

Managed Compliance Policy Services
Our managed compliance policy services will walk 

you through the process of creating a flexible, 

sustainable and effective risk and compliance 

program. 

Identity and Access Management
RSI can help your organization implement security 

protocols that limit data access without impeding 

productivity. This allows for fine-grained manage-

ment of access control.

IT Support/Helpdesk
RSI provides multiple ways for customers to

troubleshoot problems by offering assistance 

through our call center 24/7 or through our self-

serve knowledge base.
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Technology Advisory, Security and Compliance Services

RSI is well suited to help you proactively plan for core business risks as well as provide incident response if 
needed. Our security experts can assess how your unique attack surface has evolved over time and whether 
your Cybersecurity planning and mitigation strategies have kept pace. Focus on the strategies and logistics that 
drive your future, and let us focus on keeping you secure. 

Since 2008, RSI has helped organizations of all sizes achieve risk-management success and protected our 
customer’s critical assets and reputation. Let’s talk about how we can confront this evolving threat landscape 
together, and walk away confident you’ve met a business and technology partner that deeply understands your 
company’s needs.



Identification
Identification services provide control and protocols for 

managing Cybersecurity. At RSI, we have management 

tools that capture, track, and compare a client’s 

Cybersecurity asset inventory with their risk tolerance for 

clients of any size (Tier 1-4).

Protection
RSI offers many IT services that range from simple IT 

helpdesk support to Cybersecurity and forensics.  We 

understand the importance of setting up an end users’ 

IT network with the adequate security measures and 

software that will provide them with the highest level of 

protection for their individual IT setup.

Detection
In the event that a RSI client experiences any form of

an intrusion or breach to their endpoint system, we have 

the ability to detect any adverse or negative Cyberse-

curity events, determine if our protective solutions have 

successfully mitigated the matter, and notify the client.

Response & Recovery
In the confirmed event that a RSI client has experienced 

a security breach, RSI can and will support and advise 

them through the Incident Response lifecycle. If the 

breach is complex, and requires additional services (AD 

Hoc services), RSI will provide the client with our base 

support and guidance services  and provide the client 

with an IRP (Incident Response Plan).

Services

About

RSI is the nation’s premier information security and compliance provider dedicated to helping 

organizations achieve risk-management success. We work with some of the world’s leading 

companies, institutions and governments to ensure the safety of their information and their 

compliance with applicable regulation.  We also are a security and compliance software ISV 

and stay at the forefront of innovative tools to save assessment time, increase compliance and 

provide additional safeguard assurance. With a unique blend of software based automation 

and managed services, RSI can assist all sizes of organizations in managing IT governance, risk 

management and compliance efforts (GRC).
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